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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

An electric vehicle could be incorporated into the Council fleet when a suitable manager car is due 
for renewal. Electric vehicles emit less air pollutants, require less maintenance than conventional 
cars and have the lowest fuel costs per kilometre of any vehicle type. The average commute within 
the town of Alice Springs is ideal for an electric car. To support the use of an electric vehicle, this 
report recommends that a simple 15amp charge station is installed at the Civic Centre.

Expected outcomes
• Show community leadership
• Increase exposure and awareness of electric vehicles in Alice Springs
• Demonstrate the practicality of driving an electric vehicle within the CBD
• Address misconceptions about battery life and Range Anxiety
• Reduce greenhouse gas emissions
• Extend on Council’s move to more efficient use of energy and increased use of renewable 

energy
• Potentially lead to the additional vehicles being part of Council’s fleet in the future

RECOMMENDATION
That it be recommendation to Council:

That this report be noted

1. BACKGROUND

Electric vehicles were invented over a century ago and rose in popularity to the point that 
they were expected to shortly render petrol cars obsolete. The progress of electric vehicles 
was in part hindered by the weight if the batteries, but in recent years, the progress from the 
battery industry has enabled electric cars to once again enter the market. It is now 
estimated that 20% of new cars will be electric cars by 2020. Electric cars (and hybrid cars) 
are used by a number of local governments across Australia.

The notion of vast, open spaces and long drives is inherent to Central Australia. In reality 
however, the average commute within Alice Springs itself is short, making the electric 
vehicle a promising choice of car for commutes in the CBD.
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2. DISCUSSION

Electric Vehicles
This report refers to fully electric vehicles (EVs) which use electricity as their only energy 
source and store energy in a battery pack. This is opposed to plug-in hybrid cars which use 
a combination of electricity and fuel. Electric cars have the lowest fuel costs per kilometre of 
any engine type and without the traditional components of a car, there is also less 
maintenance.

Compared to conventional car, electric vehicles are:
• Quieter
• More efficient
• Emit less air pollutants
• Have stronger acceleration (up to 100km/h in 4.4 seconds)
• Require less maintenance
• Convenient: no need to visit petrol stations

Battery charging
EVs use lithium-ion batteries, containing cobalt, copper, nickel and iron. The lithium in 
lithium-ion batteries is in an ionic form but they do not contain lithium metal which is reactive 
and corrodes quickly in air. Lithium-ion batteries contain lower levels of toxic materials than 
other battery types

There are 3 ways to charge the Lithium-ion batteries:
• Quick charge can take the battery to 80% charge in about 30 minutes
• Normal charge takes around 7-8 hours for a full charge
• Trickle charge takes around 14 hours

Fast-charging stations are not required under normal driving conditions. However, as the 
electric vehicle market grows more charging stations will open up, allowing EVs to travel 
greater distances. Australia already has a number of public EV fast-charge stations and 
recently charge stations have been installed along large sections of highway in WA. Qld is 
expanding their network of charging stations along 1600kms.

The demand and requirement for a charging station may not yet be present in Alice Springs. 
However a centrally-located charge station could create demand and could contribute to a 
future connected network for either an Adelaide-Darwin route or a tourist route in Central 
Australia. Alternatively an ordinary (not fast-charging) charge point could be set up under the 
solar carport shade structure in the Civic Centre. 15 amp power points have recently been 
installed on the Civic Centre lawns, making the installation of a charge point in the manager 
carpark a relatively simple exercise.

Charging the electric vehicle during daytime will also take advantage of the solar generated 
energy from the car port solar system. At certain times of the day, excess energy may be 
produced by the solar system. Charging during this time would effectively provide free 
energy. In future, the charging station could be scaled up to allow the public to access the 
charge point.
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Alice Springs Town Council Electric Vehicle
An electric vehicle could be incorporated into the Council fleet when a suitable manager car 
is due for renewal.

Comparison between petrol and electric car
The following calculations are based on the fuel records from an ASTC manages car at. This 
has been compared to a Nissan Leaf. Driving the Leaf would save $885 on fuel each year.

Fuel Electric

$/100 kms $12.73 $/100kms $4.09

Annual volume fuel 886L Annual electricity use 1641 kWh

Annual fuel cost $1,305 Annual energy cost $0-$420

Savings $885-$1305

Vehicle model
Other electric vehicles could be considered, but the Nissan LEAF is likely to be the most 
suitable car due to the price, size of the car and its reputation as an industry leader.

The Nissan Leaf is likely the most popular EV in Australia. It is a small car, costing around 
$43,700. (based on the 2015 prices). The Leaf has no exhaust pipe, petrol c-ap, oil filter, fuel 
tank, tail pipe, transmission, pistons, spark plugs etc. The spoilers are fitted with small solar 
panels which help run the vehicle accessories. The Nissan LEAF has a range of around 
170kms. However, in 2016 a new model is expected to be launched, extending the Nissan 
LEAF’S range to 250kms.

Under normal driving conditions, the battery is expected to last 10 years, over which time 
battery costs are expected to sharply decrease.

An alternative model could be a 4WD SUV plug-in hybrid vehicle such as a Mitsubishi 
PHEV, value at $49,990. This car only has a range of only 50km on electric mode, but can 
also drive as a conventional car. The combined fuel efficiency is1.9L/100km.

3. POLICY IMPACTS

The issues addressed in this Report are in accordance with the following Goals/Strategies of 
the Alice Springs Town Council Strategic Plan (2013-2016):

Goal 3: A town at the forefront of sustainable management and protection of its natural and 
built environment.

• Investigate new and emerging technologies
• Embrace sustainable and alternative energy opportunities
• Encourage sustainable practices in the community
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Opportunities listed in the Roadmap to a desertSMART Town (2013-2018):
Explore and implement new models for electricity generation and distribution (poles and 
wires) that respond to trends the towards: Growth in electric vehicles.

4. FINANCIAL IMPACTS 

NIL

5. SOCIAL IMPACTS 

NIL

6. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Electric cars release next to no air pollutants. Charging the electric vehicle during daytime 
will also take advantage of the solar generated energy from the carport solar PV installation.

7. PUBLIC RELATIONS

This project shows strong leadership from Council, particularly given the slow uptake of 
electric vehicles in the Northern Territory. Council’s electric car could be highly marked with 
signage and could be displayed at events (such as Todd Mall Night Markets or the Alice 
Springs show) to demonstrate this leadership and to allow the community to view the car 
and ask questions.

8. ATTACHMENTS

Attachment A: Nissan LEAF service pricing
Attachment B: Email from Rodney Angelo, local owner of a Mitsubishi MiEv 
Attachment C: Examples of Councils with Electric Vehicles 
Attachment D: Nissan Leaf and Mitsubishi PHEV brochure

Hayley Michener
ENVIRONMENT OFFICER

ireg Buxton
IRECTOR TECHNICAL SERVICES
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Attachment A: Nissan LEAF service pricing

To keep your Nissan running smoothly and reliably; your vehiae must be serviced every 10,000km or 6 months, 
whichever occurs first. Current prices effective from 1st December 2015 to 31st March 2016, Prices may change 
after this period.

l*1 serv'tce/lO.OOOkm $95

330.00
(In ccrjurctlon with 
applicable service)

Brake fluid Is scheduled 
to be replaced every

24 months or 40,000 kilometres, 
whichever occurs first

Your Nissan dealership
Service Adviser v.111 make a 

recommendation as to which 
service this wli occur on based 

on your driving patterns

2rd s ervke/20,00Ok m 3-264

3rd service/30v000km $95

4lh service/40,000 km $321

5th service/50,000km $95

601 service/60,000km 3-264

7th service/70,G0akm $95

8th service/ao,OOOkm 3321

‘9tfl servjce/90,000km $95

10th service/lQO,OOQkm 3264

11th service/110,00 Okm $95

12th servjce/120,000km 3321

Actual prices may vary from Drier to Deafer; but r«t assured the price applicable at the time rfyaur Scheduled Service is the madmimyau 
■Ail pay at any Nissan Dri^dnp. Contact yntr Pusan Deafer fora service quote. "i/Lsr. nesaneem a u/service fer ful terms and condticm

nissan.com.au

“Applies to each ci the first 12 x 10,000km Scheduled Service intervals fer up to 6 years 
(from >tanufactLTer's Warranty start date* or the first 120p3Ckm frtirfimr ccors 
firsp where vehicle is use-d in rfarmal drr.mg contiticrc. bpplus to Normal Martenarce 
Ser.ices |or>rt EvdLcfes man ten an ce tor Severe Err.vng Conditions, Irisdneduled 
Marr.erarce, General Marfenarce and ,re placement of wear anp tear terre. Seme 
exclusions apply tour Nissan Service Adv.sdr wil he able to assrst in determring your 
ncmdual service requrements

Inissan
oavsttre reacc or
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Attachment B: Email from Rodney Angelo, local owner of a Mitsubishi MiEv:

Hi Hayley,
Thanks for asking me to give you information about electric cars and my experience. We have owned our car 
for about 2.5 years and it is a pleasure to drive.
We initially bought it in Sydney, using it for a commute from the blue mountains to Penrith, about a 45km 
round trip.
We drive a Mitsubishi Imiev which we purchased new for $22k plus an extended warrantee for an additional 
$1,700 or so which extended the warrantee from 5 years to 8 years. The new retail price is listed at around 
$50k but when we bought they were widely available for $30k. We bought from a dealership that was closing 
its Mitsubishi section that week and so it was the last chance for them to sell - hence our bargain.

It also came with fixed price servicing. We have only had to have the vehicle serviced twice (once per year) 
and that was only so that we meet the warrantee requirements - there is not really much maintenance 
required on these vehicles.

It is a 4 seater and the back seats fold down making room for a surprisingly large load.
It is an ideal small car for doing errands and transporting people. It reliably does 100km without a charge but 
at a stretch probably would do 120km. With the air con blasting it reduces the range by about 10%. We 
initially were aware of the range but are now more comfortable. 2.5years and never run out. Purchase of the 
car also comes with roadside support.

In our opinion there is no need for a charging station in alice springs as we can come in and out of town 5 
times before we have to charge. Also, the home charger supplied only requires a 15A plug.
It takes tttiminutes (sorry I haven't figured this out yet) to charge 1 battery = 1 AH = 5-6km of travel. It is 
possible to get fast charge stations that will charge up to 80% from nothing within 30minutes. We used one 
of these in Sydney but I imagine they are costly to install and I don't think it would be warranted in Alice 
Springs or for the councils requirements. Charging between trips would likely ensure adequate charge for 
normal use of a carpool vehicle.

Running cost: it is about lAmpHour for 5km = 100/5 x $0.25 = $5/100km for fuel.
We have done 30,000km and still have plenty of rubber on the tyres and brakes.

Demand = anecdotally I think there is a lot of interest. I think I would easily be able to sell mine for close to 
what we purchased it for. Everyone that I take for a test drive LOVES it. I'm happy to take anyone interested 
for a test drive. It is ideal as a small car in alice springs as we only have short distances to drive around 
town.
We charge it off our solar panels at home. It is great to be partly off the fossil fuel addiction.
I get comments like "living in the future".

I'd be happy to answer any questions to your committee or do a demonstration.

Regards,
Rodney Angelo
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Going electric
In a bid to cut carbon emissions, Whitehorse City Council in Victoria recently added four electric vehicles 
(EVs) to its fleet.
The cars have been introduced 
in collaboration with energy 
provider AGL Energy Limited 
(AGL).

Whitehorse Mayor Philip 
Daw said the decision followed 
a concerted push by Council to 
investigate more sustainable 
fleet options. The cars replace 
four existing vehicles in the 
current fleet.

“Four fully electric Nissan 
LEAF vehicles joined our 
fleet in March as replacement 
vehicles. We hope they 
will be the first of many 
environmentally sustainable 
vehicles. They are made from 
recyclable materials and have 
a range of 100 kilometres. The

batteries of the electric vehicles 
are also fully recyclable,” said 
Mayor Daw.

The cars are leased through 
AGL, Whitehorse City 
Council’s energy supplier. 
AGL installed charging point 
units at Council’s Box Hill 
South Operations Centre and 
Nunawading Civic Centre, 
which will be used by staff.

Mayor Daw officially 
unveiled the cars last month at 
a ceremony attended by AGL 
General Manager Commercial 
Development, Angela Catt.

The project is part 
of Council’s overall 
Sustainability Strategy, which 
involves a range of initiatives

such as Sustainable Living 
Week, held in April.

Green power will be used 
to offset emissions generated 
from electricity consumption 
by the electric vehicles in 
order to be carbon neutral and 
eligible for National Carbon 
Offset Standard (NCOS) 
accreditation.

AGL’s Angela Catt said 
the company was proud to be 
partnering with Whitehorse 
Council on its EV initiative.

“AGL is committed to the 
decarbonisation of Australia’s 
economy, and EVs and other 
emerging technologies can 
have a major impact. Leading 
communities like Whitehorse

Council are pioneers and 
AGL’s goal is to make the 
transition to an EV fleet as easy 
as possible.”

Mayor Daw said 
Council hoped to add more 
environmentally sustainable 
vehicles, which have been 
becoming increasingly popular 
with councils, to its fleet.

“At Whitehorse we are 
always looking for ways to 
make our operations more 
environmentally sustainable 
and reduce our carbon 
footprint. Being 100 percent 
electric, these cars produce no 
tail pipe emissions. We hope 
this exciting initiative is the 
first of many.”

AGL Energy Limited General Manager, Commercial Development, 
Angela Catt and Whitehorse City Council Mayor Philip Daw outside the 
Nunawading Civic Centre with one of the electric cars.
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Dubbo mayor drives fully electric Nissan Leaf, powered by 
the sun
gl,;areneweconomy.com.au/2016/dubbo-mayor-drives-fully-electric-nissan-leaf-powered-by-the-sun-81932 

y Sophie Vorrath

One Step Off The Grid

The mayor of the NSW city of Dubbo has laid claim to being the first in Australia to drive a fully electric 
mayoral car after his council invested in a Nissan Leaf just before Christmas.

The $27,999 LEAF is the third electric vehicle for Dubbo Mayor Mathew Dickerson - following on from a 
Mitsubishi Outlander, and before that a Holden Volt - but the first to be 100 per cent electric, with no 
back-up petrol engine.

This time last year, when Dickerson switched to the HEV Mitsubishi Outlander, he told the local paper 
that the nature of his job was "perfectly suited” to EVs, with the majority of car trips being made within 
the local government area, most of them 5km trips.

This year, however, Dickerson told OneStep he felt it was time to make "the next logical step" to an 
electric-only vehicle.

http://reneweconomy.com.au/2016/dubbo-mayor-drives-fully-electric-nissan-leaf-powe... 6/06/2016

http://reneweconomy.com.au/2016/dubbo-mayor-drives-fully-electric-nissan-leaf-powe
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“The 170km range may seem limiting but it is a rare day when I would do more than (a total of) 40km 
travel in the city of Dubbo to undertake my duties as Mayor,” he told OneStep in an email.

“I also believe that it is important that leaders show leadership in a community and reducing pollution 
should be important in every community.”

Cr Dickerson said he planned to charge the car on a daily basis, using his home solar system - 
although considering the car's range he also had the option of going for three or four days without 
plugging it in.

"I have a 10kW solar array at my home and I only ever charge the car at home so, in effect, the sun is 
powering the Mayoral vehicle.

“The technical reality is that my solar panels send electricity into the grid but a 10kW solar array 
produces dramatically more power than my household needs - including the power required by the 
LEAF - so in effect there is no additional carbon being burned to create the electricity for my LEAF.”

“Having an electric car in the fleet also helps promote their use as practical, efficient and good for the 
environment,” Dickerson told the local paper.

“As the use of electric cars increases companies will be encouraged to invest further to continually 
improve the technology.”

According to Dickerson, Dubbo is Australia’s first council to use a Nissan LEAF as a mayoral vehicle. 
And although it is certainly not the first to incorporate FEVs into its fleet, Dubbo also claims to be the 
first in the nation to have adopted a hybrid EV, with the Holden Volt in 2013.

“Sydney council has ten Nissan LEAF vehicles. There was a photo of lord mayor Clover Moore in one of 
the cars but it wasn’t her official mayoral vehicle,” he said.

Dickerson also notes that people in his electorate continue to be amazed at how quiet the LEAF is and 
how smooth it drives.

"People with V8s would also be amazed by the acceleration," he said.

Council’s fleet management policy is for the mayoral vehicle to be replaced every year but Cr Dickerson 
said in 2016 when it was time for the LEAF to be replaced it would likely be used as a staff car.

Managing director and CEO of Nissan Australia Richard Emery said it was tremendous Dubbo City 
Council had chosen the Nissan LEAF as its official mayoral car.

“There are many reasons why the Nissan LEAF is the world’s best-selling electric vehicle and it's great 
to see Dubbo City Council setting an example for other government bodies to follow,” he said.

This article was originally published on RenewEconomy sister site, One Step Off The Grid. To subscribe 
to the weekly newsletter, click here.

RenewEconomy Free Daily Newsletter

http://reneweconomy.com.au/2016/dubbo-mayor-drives-fully-electric-nissan-leaf-powe... 6/06/2016

http://reneweconomy.com.au/2016/dubbo-mayor-drives-fully-electric-nissan-leaf-powe




Driving towards a zero emissions future.

Fun to own. Fun to drive. Fun to hang out in. That’s what a car is all about. 
No matter how the world changes, there's one thing that will never change: 
the passion we feel for our cars. At Nissan, we share that passion.
To achieve a sustainable mobility society, we're working to develop “green” 
technologies, including cleaner diesels, efficient internal-combustion 

engines, and hybrids. Now that passion has brought forth a true 
breakthrough. Nissan LEAF. A car powered by 100% electricity. A car that 
uses no petrol and produces zero C02 tailpipe emissions. A car that will 
change the way you think about driving. With the support of many global 
partners, including local governments, and power companies, Nissan, in 

association with alliance partner Renault, is leading the way toward the 
creation of the zero emission society we all aspire to. Nissan LEAF.

The key to the future of driving.

Nissan LEAFZero Emission means zero tailpipe emissions.
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Eco indicator and ECO TREEs to assist eco driving

Twin Digital Meter
A two-tiered meter layout shows you everything you need to know to drive efficiently, as well as battery 

charging status and regeneration status.

Upper Meter
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Le o indicator lots you know how efficient your driving is. giving you 
guidance on acceleration and braking.

ECO TREE is a display that demonstrates in an illustrative way the 
positive results of morn efficient driving.

Power meter with clear, easy-to-understand indications
Tho innoi dots indicate llie motoi dnvc/icgoncration stales while the uuicr 
double circles indicate the viable power oulpul range/regeneration range.
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Sh'inrt Mill opto /lints.

Roof spoiler (with solar cells) Luggage room Tonneau board

Quiet comfort,
/ / 0/7/

Space to relax,

Electric shift (with Eco mode)
A mouse-like shift opeiable with a 
flick of your wrist. Motorised parking 
biako also provided.

Centre console box with armrest Cup holders Cruise control
Stores small articles. When closed Conveniently located in both the front and the lear. Automatically maintains the 
provides a place to rest your arm. speed set by the driver.

Equipment

Helps run vehicle accessones and 
charge the 12V battery.

Two 9-inch golf bags’ can be comfoitably accommodated without having to 
fold down the 60/40 split rear seat.
‘ D-.piruJing on Mix r.<>iilii|iir.il.<m vnul nl lie

Keeps youi personal items coveied.



New Electric Vehicle (EV) Platform
Built on a newly developed platform with the battery centrally mounted below the floor, Nissan LEAF 

boasts impressive manoeuvring stability. At the same time, body rigidity has been enhanced to minimise 

vibrations and ensure a smooth, quiet ride. Compact laminated battery modules make possible a roomy, 

flexible layout with enough space for five adults.

Electric motor & inverter

A compact, lightweight motor and invcitci with 
minimum eiungy loss are mounted in the front.

Optimum vehicle packaging

Plenty oi t<. «m !<<• live adults Thanks to its EV-dcdicatod platform and lithium-ion battery, 
Nissan LEAF boasts uncommonly practical pac kaging lor an electric vehicle. Extremely 
spaco-ollicionl laminated battery cells are modularised and mounted under the lloor ol 
the platform. The result is exceptional roominess with plenty of luggage spare.

Low-mount lithium-ion battery

The lithium-ion battery is mounted below the 
vehicle tramc at its centre ol giavity, optimising 
the balance between the front and rcai sides 
and the centroid position.

No tailpipe

Nissan LEAF has no tailpipe.
It produces absolutely no exhaust gases. 
Neither CO nor NOX is emitted.
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Performance
100% electric. 100% fun. Nissan LEAF'S motor and lithium-ion battery let you experience a 

new dimension of driving performance. You'll be surprised by its rapid acceleration, 

impressed by its confident handling, and pleased by its quietness.

\

Nissan LEAF

En<v |n turn because centre of 
giavity is closer to centre ot vehicleBatlery mounted under vehicle (loo 

to achieve low centre ot gravity
Nhssan

Ni; sanLFAF Raltory 1 
Conventional tiont wheel 
drive car: Engine

l1 Centroid point

Driving performance

Smooth a. i vh.i.ilinn: Nissan LEAF* motor . ranks up all Ihv way to maximum torque as soon as you lu n it on. With none ol Ihu vibration you jet from an oidinary engine, 
the oleclrir motor accelerates so smoothly y 'u'll barely teol it.

Conlid nl handling The lilhium-i'-n battery :s mounted under the th<>r "t tho EV-dndioated plalloim. This provides excellent W'- ghl balance and a low centre ol gravity. 
Accurate dnving force control helps improve mnnocuvnng stability.

Am.,/m.i quininesy Whether you are stopping. «< r.elorating. or cruising. Nissan LEAF in astonishingly quiet. Besides being tree |1(,m engine noise, it incorporates precision 
moist control tec hnology and low-noise toc hnologsos throughout the body to keep the cabin comfortably quiet.

Lithium-ion battery

Cme i- c.finolony To ensure reliability, the Nissan LEAF's large-capacity lithium-ion 
battery uses manganese positive electrode material, a plentiful resource that has a stable 
crystal struc ture. The battery c ells are laminated to simplify the structure and optimise 
cooling capability. The battery c ells are also modularised, making possible a roomier 
cabin and affording excellent manoeuvring stability.

Motor and inverter

Maxi"'.illy Hi ien! ro*.|or with minimum en-ngy loss Nissan’s original throe-phase AC synuhmnuus motor loaluies optimised magnetic, circuit* and hnjli-dunsily Winding 
to achieve exr ollont energy officiant y and minimise energy loss. Etti :ioncy is turlhor improved by a regeneration system that r< overs kinetic energy (rotation ol Ihu 
wheels) -it low speed as electric energy

I lighly u spnivav- mveitur Also originally developed to icduco energy loss tho invortci convcits the DO powci tmm the battery to AC electricity, controlling the motor’s 
output, while responding immediately to manipulation of the acceloialoi pedal.

12 13



Battery Charging

No more visits to the petrol station. When your 

Nissan LEAF is charged in Normal Charging 

mode overnight, it will be fully charged in the 

morning so you can start driving right away. 

There's also a Quick Charging mode.
Please be aware that in order to charge Nissan LEAF at home, you must install 
approved charging equipment using an approved eleclncal contractor. Please

Normal Charging All you have to do is open Nissan LEAF'S charging port cover, and insert the charging cable into the port. Choose Irom Immediate mode, which 
starts charging immediately, or Timer mode, which starts and stops charging at designated times.

Driving Distance

Fully Charged 
Driving Range

170

1

'Based on Now European Driving Cycle (NEDC) mode

Driving range is very much dependent on a number of factors, 

including ambient temperature, driving behaviour, traffic and road 

conditions, and use of air conditioning or heater.

B/ittory charging 
indicators

Battery charging 
indicators on the bonnet 
light up during charging. 
As charging proceeds, 
the number of lighting 
indicators increases.

Quick Charging Open the charging purl cover, plug 
80% in about 30 minutes.

the Quick Charging connector, and press the start charging button. You charge the battery up to

Three tips to increase your driving distance.

1: Start slowly, brake gently.
In Eco mode, acceleration is 
gentler, and regeneration 
energy at braking increases. 
Driving distance on city streets 
could potentially be increased 
by about 10%.

2: Don't speed.
More speed means more drag. 
Theoretically, air resistance is 
proportional to the square of 
speed, so the faster the speed, 
the more energy is used.

3: Set the air conditioning to a moderate temperature.

Driving distance is significantly affected by the power 
consumed by the air conditioning. Sensible adjustment of 
the temperature can help you increase your driving distance.

H|l5



EV-IT Driving Support

EV-IT Menu

Press lhe Zero Emission button to display the ‘Zero Emission" Menu, which 
presents various choices of several useful functions:
• Expected reachable area map
• Nearby Stations
• Energy Information

Satellite Navigation

The comprehensive Satellite Navigation system helps you to calculate your 
route and can even guide you to your nearest public charge point.

Bluetooth'

The Bluotooth** handsfree phone system in the Nissan LEAF allows your mobile 
phone to be connected to not only speak hands-free, but also stream your 
favourite music. You can also connect your iPod* or USB storage device to the 
USB connection to hear all your favourite songs.

Reverse Camera with Predictive Path Technology

The rear camera with Predictive Path Technology makes parking easy and safe 
by helping to ensure you avoid obstacles when reversing. The rear camera is a 
parking aid only and is not a substitute for proper reversing procedures. Always 
check behind you before reversing.

Timer for Charger and Climate Control

The dnver can set the Nissan LEAF to commence charging at any time the 
driver wants. In addition, the air conditioning can be turned on before the driver 
enters the Nissan LEAF so that the driver can start driving with the cabin set to 
a comfortable pre-determmed temperature.

Energy Information

A multi information display which imparts charging and electncity efficiency 
information, battery capacity remaining, driving range and various warnings.

Driving Range

The driver can check how far the Nissan LEAF will be able to travel 
from the current location. This function is accessible from the steering 
wheel panel. It is also possible to check the reachable area from your 
travel destination.

CARWINGS’"’ Telematics

CARWINGS™ is the dedicated EV Navigation System. Nissan will provide you with the 
subscription to CARWINGS'1' for the first three years. With CARWINGS'", the driver can 
easily search for charging spots nearby, and sot the destinations quickly. The charging 
spot information will be automatically updated via the CARWINGS'" data centre.

Charging Spot Information

The dnver can identify nearby charging stations (both normal charge and quick 
charge locations are displayed).

iPhone* & Android' Remote Control App

Nissan LEAF owners with an active CARWINGS'"* subscription can use the App 
on both the iPhone* as well as Android* platforms. The App lets you check status of 
battery charge, check when battery charge is complete, and see estimated driving 
range. You can also turn the vehicle's climate control system on or off using the App.

'iPod and iPhone are a registered trademarks of Apple Inc. ^Android is a trademark of Google Inc. *For compatible Bluetooth devices. 'Your Nissan LEAF is equipped with an advanced 
navigation system, which includes a communication module, CARWINGS*". The CARWINGS'" features are included through a subscription service which requires owner consent to activate. 
Nissan will provide you with the subscription to CARWINGS' lor the first three years. The subscription must bo active to use the features described below. Your Nissan LEAF incorporates a 
communication device that is called a TCU (Telematics Communication Unit). The communication connection between this unit and the Nissan CARWINGS'" Data Centre allows for various 
remote function services such as lithium-ion battery status check, remote charge, unplugged status, charging station location through the Satellite Navigation features of the system, remote 
climate control etc. By activating CARWINGS1", you agree to the collection, use and disclosure of personal information (including in relation to your vehicle's location, speed and navigation), 
by Nissan Motor Company, Ltd. in Japan ( Nissan Japan") and Nissan Motor Co. Australia Pty. Ltd. ( Nissan Australia'). If you choose to activate CARWINGS1" you will be able to deactivate 
CARWINGS'" at any time by deregistering via the website. In addition, you will be able to deactivate the CARWINGS1" temporarily by not pressing the (I agree) button on the start up screen 
in the vehicle when turning the vehicle on. If you do not press |l agree) CARWINGS"' will not be activated, nor will the navigation. Some information entered into the CARWINGS™ system is 
stored locally on the device and is not transmitted to Nissan Japan or Nissan Australia, including addressee visited or entered into the system for navigational purposes.



Safety

O SAFETY SHIELD - Nissan’s concept of 
“the vehicle that helps protect people”

SAI t? v SHIttU

In the area of safety technology, Nissan pursues innovation as part of its “Safety Shield” concept, an 

advanced, proactive approach to safety issues based on the idea that cars should help protect people. 

This approach provides various measures to help the driver and passengers better avoid dangers in ways 

that are optimised to each of a wide range of circumstances that the vehicle may be in, from prior to a risk 

appearing through to post any accident should it occur.

Helps the driver to maintain comfortable driving

Even when a risk has not appeared, Nissan technologies make it easier for the driver to maintain safe driving conditions. Some of these innovations reduce 
the driver's burden, while others enhance visibility and awareness of the immediate surroundings at night and when parking, for example.

■ Auto light system: A sensor detects lowering light levels at dusk and switches on the lights.

• LED headlights: Intense long-range illumination and optimum visibility with an automatic leveliser.

■ Rearview monitor: Colour monitor with vehicle width/distance display function.

■ High luminance LED rear combination lights • Rear windshield wiper ■ LED high-mounted stop light

Helps the driver to recover from dangerous conditions to safe driving

When a risk appears, warnings and automatic countermeasures help the driver avoid it.

■ Vehicle Dynamic Control (VDC): Automatically controls brake and engine output to enhance stability when sensors detect that the vehicle may slip 
sideways due to steering, braking, or accelerator pedal operation.

• Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD): Contributes to safe driving by enhancing b-aking control to optimise braking performance with loads of 
various weights.

• Braking Assist (BA) ■ Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)

Helps minimise the damage when a collision is unavoidable

In cases when a crash cannot be avoided, additional Nissan technology helps reduce injuries and damage by activating the brakes, restraining 
passengers, and applying other measures.

• Zone Body construction with pedestrian-injury reduction: Enhances cabin safety and mitigates impact to the heads and chests of pedestrians. 

■ Dual front, side, and curtain SRS airbags: Will help protect the occupants in the case of an impact.

Designed to ensure safety for electric cars
The “Safety Shield” concept applies to electric cars as much as to conventional cars.

To provide continuous protection against dangerous situations, Nissan LEAF is equipped with a variety 

of functions optimised to keep you and your passengers safe.

Vehicle structure that protects the passengers as well as the battery and motor

Nissan LEAF’S body is designed to protect the lithium-ion battery, while high-voltage parts such as the battery and motor incorporate insulation for added 
protection. The high-voltage system is designed to shut down in the unlikely event of a collision. The lithium-ion battery controller also monitors the battery 
to prevent overheating due to excess voltage, excess discharge, or external heat.

Nissan LEAF'S vehicle structure and insulation system

The ti'idy absorbs !ho energy of a c.uIVsion to minimif.n doloimalion.

Tested for a variety of environmental situations

Nissan LEAF is driven throughout the world, so we put it through 
rigorous driving tests that subject it to a wide range ol operating 
environments. For example, it’s been started up and road-tested in 
cold regions in sub-zero temperatures and has also been test-driven 
on flooded roads. Tests have confirmed that the battery under the 
floor is not impacted by bumps and that the car can easily withstand 
a high-pressure car wash. Images on the right shown for illustrative 
purposes and driving practices are not recommended. Testing in cold regions Testing on Hooded roadn

Approaching Vehicle Sound for Pedestrians

Because electric vehicles are so quiet, pedestrians tend to be less aware of them. To increase awareness, Nissan LEAF is equipped with Approaching 
Vehicle Sound for Pedestrians. At start-up. a sound is generated to warn pedestrians that the car is approaching their vicinity. At speeds above 30km/h, 
the system turns off. When reversing, an intermittent sound is generated.



Safety

GREEN PROGRAM

Seeking a symbiosis of people, vehicles and nature

Nissan’s environmental philosophy can be described as, “a symbiosis of people, vehicles and nature."

It is our ideal for a sustainable mobility society now and our goal for the future. We established the Nissan 

Green Program with specific objectives to realise the goal, and we are diligently making concerted efforts 

to reduce environmental impact at every stage of the vehicle life cycle and our corporate activities.

Near-zero environmental impact ^_________________________ _

• Zero CO, emissions: Nissan LEAF is an electric car. so the engine never produces CO, while running.

■ Zero exhaust gas: No tailpipe.
• Use of recycled materials: The manufacturing process for the materials has been designed to minimise environmental impact. Recycled materials and 

easily recycled plastics play a significant role in the development and manufacture of Nissan LEAF.

■ Plastics Recycled from End of Life Vehicle Parts * Plastics Recycled from End of Life Homo Applances ■ Plastics Recycled from Paint Removed Bumper
■ Plastics Recycled from Painted Bumper ■Other Recycled Plastics ■ Recycled PET Fabnc ■ Other Recycled Fabnc ■ Vibration Damper with Wood Powder 

PLA + Recycled PET Fabric

Body Colours

‘Indicates a premium paint, which ih available at extra cost.
Nissan Motor Co.. Ltd. reaervea the nght to make any changes without notice concerning colours, equipment or specifications detailed m this brochure, or to discontinue individual models. Thu colours 
ol vohiclen delivered may differ slightly from those in this brochure. The specifications vary for different countries depending on local market conditions. Please consult your local dealer to ensure that the 
vehicle delivered accords with your expectations.
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FINANCIAL
SERVICES

For roe mfamaror please nat ncuiumau/onncr: ask your Nissan Dealer or phene 180] 33b (Bo 
duim; normal business tours.

like us Nissan ItAf Australia

f
tack out lltutt LEAF Ausinfta QiaoitU

YouiTO'

5 STAR ANCAP RATING
The N ssan LEAF received the nighest ANCAP occupant safety 
rating thanks to a highly sophisticated Z"^ ANCAP 
combination of safety features ano systems. t * * * *

MYNISSAN
A complete ownershio experience to help you get the most out of 
your Nissan. It includes the following:

3 YEAR/1 OO.OOOKM WARRANTY
Receive assurance with a 3 year/100,000km warranty.

24-HOUR ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE FOR 3 YEARS
No matter where you're planning to journey, you'll have the peace of 
mind of knowing that >f you lock your keys in the car. have a flat tyre 
or battery, we’ll help get you bock on the road at no charge*.

CAPPED PRICE SERVICE
For 6 years or 190.0P0kms* you’ll always know the maximum, price 
you’ll pay when you come in for your next Scheduled Service at any 
Nissan Dealer.

FACTORY-TRAINED TECHNICIANS
Using dedicated diagnostic equipment and genuine parts they’ll 
keep your vehicle in top condition.

MYNISSAN IPHONE APP
Request roadside assistance and advise of your location using your 
phone's GPS, plan trips, search for locations, plus set registration, 
service and parking expiry reminders.

NISSAN GENUINE ACCESSORIES
Your Nissan Dealer :an show you a variety of accessories to protect, 
enhance and personalise your Nissan LEAF.

FINANCIAL SERVICES
Choose from a range of finance options at very competitive rates 
and terms, as well as vanous insurance solutions to protect you and 
your vehicle.
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Introducing the Mitsubishi Outlander Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV), 
Not only is it the first of its kind in Australia, but anywhere in the world.
This is an SUV that will deliver unprecedented fuel economy, comfort, 
quietness, range and power.

THE WORLD'S 
FIRST 

PLUG-IN 
HYBRID SUV.

A clever combination of thinking from Mitsubishi's all-electric i-MiEV, 
the rally honed four-wheel drive technologies from Lancer Evolution 
and the legendary off-road ability of the Pajero, the Outlander PHEV 
raises the bar for all motoring.

With exceptional comfort, refinement and safety, the PHEV brings ground 
breaking innovation together with superior environmental performance 
and quiet of an electric vehicle, the stability and handling of a 4WD and 
the practicality of an SUV. PHEV will change your view of SUVs.

Let's start at the innovatr e Plug-in Hybrid system. A highly efficient 2.0L MIVEC 
petrol engine paired with high output 60kW twin front and rear motors and a 
high capacity 12kWh drive I vittery can pro<luce a combined fuel economy of 
1.9L'100km." That's remark,iNe •■>! any car. let alone an SUV. And there's no 
loss of power and no loss of range. Pi IfV has an unbelievable cruising range.

Around II10 suburbs or the city you can drive up to 50km a day 
in EV mode when fully charged. That's ZERO fuel and ZERO drive time 
emissions. You'll most likely need to charge every few days but that's 
as simple as plugging your PHEV into a 15 amp ix>wer point at home. 
P-- overnight and you'll benefit I rum uff-pcuk electricity costs.

mam



Surpluspower 
cha rges/battery^

2. ENGINE

Engine Engine

Generator Generator

1. Twin Motor 4WD and S-AWC
Separately mutinied metoi'. at thelmnt amlreai axles 
dak or im'roilibl\ ro*.|•<>iu;i' o lWP perturinam o villi 
S-AWC '.nr,in ini) excellent < li ■■ in* j stability ami intuitive, 

linear Iran- lling.

2. 2.0-litre MIVEC Engine
lh-- power lul highly eiitcienl MIVEv engine minimises 
CO omissions.

3. Generator
Pi••(Junes oleclnc:/ Ini Irive and to charge the battery.

4. Front Motor PDU & MCU
These intelligent m >ntn »l units conti ibute to heightened 
eneig\ eincionc\ am i (,| ilimal motor control with instant 
maximum toiguo that i >ul| ei terms a 3.0-litre petrol

5. Drive Battery
The I >,ii:er\ cradle is sli -rod under the floor to maximise 
nterii ii si iaco an< I lower the centre of gravity for improved 
solely am I handling.

EV Mode
50km K iig 100km

Combined Fuel Efficiency
t.uL tniikm

CO-’ Emissions
■ I4(| 100km

4.REAR MOTOR CONTROL UNIT (MCU)

I 4. FRONT POWER DRIVE UNIT (PDU)

1. FRONT MOTOR 5. DRIVE BATTERY 1. REAR MOTOR

Energy Usage Indicator
Tiro energy usage im In :al,,r 
informs you by pointing the 
needle toward II ie Powoi. 
Eco or Charge zone.

3. GENERATOR

Joystick Selector
The geai shift select' u ulwav. 
returns to the centre |h isiIh 

like a joystick. The P-i • •■ate n 
provides pleasaiil rln ing 
performance in ancon lane-: 
with acceleratin'' pedal 
Operation. I lie B-i nsilinn 
increase:, regi meralive 
braking an i cm'Miles two 
strength settings.

Drive Modes: I’I ILV an alicall, elec.", a , lave nn h|p Pas, id nil your rlriving cnnrlitions.

EV Drive Mode: Electric Power Only
The vehicle is |»iwerei I >lv In m elm In :ilv !" >m Hie 
lave batten. Using im petrol. FX' Mode ,:' • |uiel. smooth 

and typically usei Im slow moving ti attic m nv litions wheie 
trai lilional | ietiol engines aie netlicienl.

Front motor

Rear motor
Drive battery

Rear:
Motor drive

Front:
Motor drive

Series Hybrid Mode: Electric Power + Engine Assistance
-lv elm :nc mi ilnrs still power the PHEV hut the electricity 
m lines 'mm i • >:h the ■ lave battery and the onboard generator. 
This im kIo will activate with rapn i acceleration, hill climbing or 
when l alt,uy charging is -m |uue* I.

Front motor

Rear motor
Drive battery

Rear:
Motor drive Motor drive

Parallel Hybrid Mode: Engine + Motor Assistance
Belli the etectrii: moti,rs ami |K:tr«)l cutjii»: | >ri,v»l<: p< >w<-i 
to the wheels. This mode typically occurs < luring high 
speed driving when petrol engine efficiency is high.

Front motor

Rear motor

— Generator

Drive battery
Rear:
Motor drive

Charge and Save
The Battery Ghaige mode 
uses the engine to clt irge 
the I lalinrv, while III; Button 
Save im „ le rm luces I attery 
powei usage,



Convenience Without Compromise
As tho owner of an Outlanricr PHEV you can plug-in and charge the battery 
at home, via the engine as you drive, or charge at a commercial outlet. Best 
of all, you'll enjoy zero fuel consumption and zero CO’ drive time emissions in 
the all-electric EV Drive Mode, as well as low emissions and remarkable fuel 

efficiency in other drive modes.

Charge Ports
The Outlander PHEV is equipped with a charge port inside the charging lid 
on the right side of the vehicle. A courtesy lamp illuminates automatically 
when the lid is opened to allow convenient night time charging. A charging 
indicator (on/off lamp) and energy level gauge show charging status and level. 
A special battery-cooling unit, operated through the electrical air conditioning 
system, keeps the drive battery cool when charging even when the engine 
is stopped.

Convenient Charging Cable Storage
A storage space between the rear cargo area floor is ideal for conveniently 
storing tho charging cable.

Switching Modes to Match Driving Conditions

Battery Charge* Mode
In this mode the engine continuously charges the battery even when the 
vehicle is stopped. Recharging the battery to a level of 80% takes about 
40 minutes (depending on initial battery level) and 3 litres of petrol while 
the vehicle is idling. And remarkably, you can travel in EV Mode without 
ever plug-in charging because the battery will charge while driving.

Battery Save Mode
Drivers can manually select Batten- Save Mode to preserve remaining drive 
battery power. Saving hatter/ power allows longer EV driving when needed 
(such as in quiet residential neighbourhoods).

ECO Mode Switch
ECO Mode puts the air conditioner in energy-efficient mode and moderates 
acceleration to improve fuel efficiency.

Regenerative Braking
Regenerative braking charges the drive battery when the driver releases the 
accelerator. You can control the degree of regenerative braking via both a 
selector lever and the paddle selector. Selector lever: Moving the selector 
lever from the D position to B position increases regenerative braking 
strength. Note: Regenerative braking cannot be controlled when Adaptive 
Cruise Control (ACC) is active.

‘Charging time is affected by external temperature, climate control use and oner factors. 
Driving conditions also greatly effect charging time and can raise fuel consumption.
Driving requires energy, so please note that charging may not be possible in certain situations. 
The engine runs at about 10OOrpm while in Battery Charge Mode.



Mitsubishi Multi Communication System (MMCS)
The high-definition 7-inch WVGA screen displays easy-to-read. high- 
lesolution MMCS images. Ad< litional PHEV display functions provide 
even mom driving information. And you can choosn to display other 
data in addition to navigation and ECO information to give you an in 

depth view of what EV driving is all about.

Energy Monitor
This displays energy consumption by the air conditioner and motor, 
as well as other similar < lata.

Energy Flow Indicator
This shows the flow of energy through the PHEV system, 
which changes depending on driving conditions.

ECO Information Indicator
This displays the driver's ECO score and EV drive ratio, as well as 
average fuel consumption, cruising range and other EV Drive- PHEV 

Drive data.

Cruising Range Area Indicator
This estimates the cruising range under EV power, and total driving 
range, on an easy-to-read map.

Charging/Air Conditioning Timer
The Mitsubishi Remote Conliol will put you in contiol even when 
you're away from your Outlander PHEV. You can set and activate air

Timed Charging
The timer function allows you to set a different charging schedule 
tor different days of the week.

Timed Air Conditioning
Sef up a different cooling schedule tor each day of the week, 
making it easy lo pre-cool the vehicle according lo driver's daily 
work schedule or even weather forecasts.

Vehicle Information
You can check the status of the doors, headlights, power switches 
and more, making it easy to see whether a door has been 
accidentally lull upon or a light loll uii.

Vehicle Operation
In a dark or dimly lit parking area you can turn the headlights or 
position lamps on and oft to make it easier to find your car when 
you return.

Cancel Timer Function
This allows any timed schedule to be changed or cancelled.

Hums

PASSENGER

Manual History Reset
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conditioning and e> on program charging when the charge < < mnectoi 
is plugged in. A location-linked feature can limit activation ;> > piosi-i 
locations as well. With this remote, you're in charge.

Using Your Smartphone
You can even use your smartphone to remotely control the chaig. -i 
timer, reschedule chaiging toi late at night when electricity loos no 

low. monitoring the remaining charge time and more. The Mitsui itsln 
Remote Control app also enables immediate or timer activation • >i 
the air conditioning.



ECO INFOEnemy Monitor
too

•) Joystick selector

QUIET AND POWERFUL
The PHEV i.abin s exc-M tion.«llv ■ |Uiet. thunks tr» -Imm sown Ipn k >i ila::.-.
: will .1. ;n li III i >n.si 'iiiv I .:l > >rl >ini | .mil insiil.ilim| null >i' si:;. S' mi•• 11 >n » 'Inn i 

m the line compartment. wheel li" vm i. am.l ■ lliei key air-a:; reduce- noise 
■mil inci-vi:'" lhe • ! •" i > >l infinemonl.

Instrument Panel
The hij" deiiiiiln hi I.2-"vm Hii|oiii LCD l>• •'<»r• ,s-u keep:; you iilotnvil 
ili‘,| ilavn i( 11 utleiv I' ■ 11. iriyn ni" (■>. PHEV nys'ein < 'in •ii.|v Ih >w ami mi n 
All .".will hen ,in■' l<>so al hiiivI "■ i | use -m i saint v.

The Otillam ler PI 'TV inher,!. I he iilurii >i ilesii |ii lli-imi:«•! llie peln >1 urn lei 
i ul ilieie nu> ilislincl (lilir i• ?n<t<Tli ' -I I- ■". |.» >woi (|auije ii'.d nlhei
equipment inslanlk iilontiiy the PHEV.

High Contrast Instrument Cluster with Multi-Information Display
The li-i |ti i i Htlrasl nislriim<ml eln |. :• nruin". Hie Iwm-i Ii.iI i . i e In/n ,1 li«mi I 
in .ill ne." Oiill.im I 'l". I in' a P v.“" Mi l"' i-■; I n i"'. Hie :a< Iv >moler. || (milire •
advaii'.eil. ............  ua| i" •; :.'yl" minller. a"-1 <ji -.i Tin- «r:< i Molei has
Hit i> > .• lies; p, iwei. Es' ami Ohaici' >. wl nel i i;"iiii|e us v > > aeveleiui' ‘In 
im lv Nile iiv I' >i ,iiv I i 'iv i"ul' li i i ,l| >iil.

(•) Aspire instrument panel

PASSENGER



♦) Luxurious Aspire interior

•£?' y >>

JUST WHAT YOU'D EXPECT FROM A WORLD LEADER.
Seating
Standard .••rut!;-, are ui >lv •l-.u.1 : l in leather l<«* an I lain.-, cmn limit mi wish 
the black intern •( that gives PHEV :i si -iiti ::t c ilcd am 11 'ir-muim I-1<ik.
In the Ou'l will-i PHEV' Ar.|'in-. the font w 1 sei 1 >m I niw seats use genuine 
loathei ui holstoiv tor the main surlaoes with a porlc'aleil patlom lor sections 
that til c 'li'sc In the l> ly lm enhanced ■ *mti u t. The seal si* lev. backs and 
heacliruse lenthei-lm>k material. Tlie disei'' seas lias '.-way adjustment

Flexibility Throughout
Whatever combination ot passenger and luggage you need to carry. Ousl \mdoi

PHEV can accommodate, thanks to the 60:40 split rear seats. If you .......1 mme
cargo space, simply fold the rear seats flat for an impressive 1.60? litres of very 
usable room.

Climate Control
Bulb II10 driver am 11 tassem jur have ihoir 1 ivvn lem| leralure m mlrols for 
maximum comfort, An electric AC compressor ensures all occupants stay 
cool even when the engine is oft.



Hill Start Assist
Available as standard on PHEV models.

Forward Collision Mitigation System (FCM) Aspire model only.Adaptive Cruise Control System (ACC) Aspire model only.

With Hill Start Assist Without Hill Start Assist



The Plug-in Hybrid Oullandei has all the same levels, of safety as its 
petrol counterpart, including the impressive additional safety features 
available as standard on the Out lander Aspire.

Adaptive Cruise Control System (ACC)
When the vehicle in front alters speed, so does your cruise control.
Radar mounted in the grille matches Out lander Plug-in Hybrid's cruise 
control speed to whatever you're following with appropriate adjustments 
of brake or accelerator. Available in Aspire only.

Forward Collision Mitigation System (FCM)
Radar is used to identify obstructions ahead and warn of a potential 
ct illisii m. II I he risk remains. I his system a| >| 'lies lire I >rakos h > miligale 
a collision. Available in Aspire only.

Super All Wheel Control (S-AWC)
Based nn lire Twin Molui" 4WD syslem, Hie new vaw <.< min >1 Irinclion 
regulates the brakes and distributes power to the front and rear wheels, 
as well as the left and right wheels, to improve driving stability and 
handling precision.

4WD Lock
Switching lo 4WD Lock mode via a floor console button distributes 
torque and limits wheel spin lo improve traction and straight-line stability 
on snow, dirt and other slippery road surfaces.

Seven SRS Airbags provide multi-area occupant safety
All of the Outlander PHEV models come standard with: driver and front 
passenger SRS airbags, side and curtain SRS airbags and a driver knee 
SRS airbag to help protect you and your passengers in the event of 
a collision.

Reversing Sensor System (RSS)
Warns the dr iver of nearby obstacles when reversing.

Active Stability Control (ASC)
Active Stability Control is standard on all models. This controls delivery of drive 
and braking torce lo the four wheels to prevent skidt ling on slippery roads or when 
sudden steering changes are made. Through integrated control ol S-AWC working 
with the ABS, ASC delivers greater stability with higher solely and uumlurt drive 
without affecting the superior cornering behaviour from the Twin Motor 4WD 
and Active Yaw Control (AYC) systems.

Keyless Operation System (KOS)
Drivers with the KOS key can lock and unlock doors by touching door buttons. 
Drivers can also start up or shut down the PHEV system simply by pressing 
the power switch.

Hill Start Assist (HSA)
When starting on a steep incline, HSA helps prevent you from rolling backwards 
while you release the brake by maintaining the braking force for up lo two seconds 
until the accelerator is applied.

Acoustic Vehicle Alerting System (AVAS)
An alarm function alerts pedestrians near the vehicle when driving with the engine 
off (because the vehicle runs so quietly). The alarm has a different pilch depending 
on vehicle speed.

Battery Safety
You can be sure that every aspect of the Outlander Plug-in Hybrid has been 
carefully engineered to protect both occupants and the environment. A waterproof 
casing around the hattnrv pack and a special undorenating has boon specifically 
designed for tough SUV i Iriving conditions, while the rigid construction is sufficient 
to even block electromagnetic waves.

Warning: I CM SyslC” is designed lo t ulp avoid ,i reduce lire r \i4i spier I n a.” lam 
frontal collisions. I" i-: not a substitute for safe and careful driving. Under certain circumstances, 
the system may not operate or may not detect a frontal vehicle correctly.
ACC System is net a collision avoidance system m an automatic driving system. It is designed 
lo use only limited braking and i> never a sJrs'.ilule l.r >alc u- carclul driving. Never rely solely 
on the ACC System.

Active Stability Control (ASC)

Without ASC
(skidding rear wheels - Oversteer)

a

C3D
Without ASC
(skidding front wheels - Understeer)

Acoustic Vehicle Alerting System (AVAS) Keyless Operation System (KOS)

A N C A P
Safety ★ ★ ★ ★ ★



Outlander PHEV AWD

Mechanical
2.0L 4cyl DOHC16 valve MIVEC engine
1 speed fixed gear
HEV & PHEV engine - motor
Generator
Super All-Wheel Control 4WD (S-AWC) 
Regenerative Brake System (BBS)
Electric power steering (EPS)
Lithium ion battery - 80 cell
Exterior
18" painted and machined face alloy wheels 
Body colour door handles 
Privacy glass
Body colour door mirrors with integrated turn
indicator
Black door sash
High Intensity Discharge (HID) headlamps
Headlamp washers
Front fog lamps with chrome bezel
LED tail lamps
Chrome grille
High mount stop lamp
Roof rails - silver
Two tone colour bumper
Black wheel arch garnish
Silver skid plate on front bumper
Silver highlight on rear bumper
Interior
Leather bound steering wheel 
Chrome interior door handles

Door trim leather look insert
Inner scuff plates
Carpet floor covering
Chrome accented HVAC control switches
Chrome accented instrument cluster
Chrome accented All Wheel Control switch
Silver accented centre panel
Pearl white accent panel
Piano black centre panel
Comfort
Climate control dual zone air conditioning 
Rear air conditioning ducts 
Rear seat heater ducts 
Pollen filter
Side and rear window dem stars 
Driver foot rest 
Passenger assist grips 
Driver assist grip
Tilt and reach adjustable steering column
Convenience
Cruise control
Steering wheel cruise control switches 
Steering wheel audio controls 
Steering wheel phone controls 
Central door locking with keyless entry 
Smart Key
One touch start system 
Power door mirrors
Variable intermittent windscreen wipers

Automatic rain sensing wipers
Intermittent rear wiper and washer
Automatic dusk sensing headlamps

Accessory power socket
Room lamp
Front map lamps

Cargo area lamp
Interior lamp with time delay
Door courtesy lamps
Ashtray

Sunvisor with illuminated mirrors 
Sunvisor with ticket holders 
High contrast instrument meter 
Trip meter
Headlamps on warning 
Door ajar warning 
Low fuel warning 
Remote fuel filler release 
Remote Ooot release 
Day/night rear view mirror 
Jack and tool set 
4W0 indicator lamp
Power windows front and rear (driver auto 
up & down)
Welcome light/Coming home light 
ECO Drive Support System 
ECO Mode Switch 
ECO Drive Assist Indicator 
ECO Score Indicator

Storage
Floor console with storage box and lid 

Door pockets - front and rear 

Cup holders 
Bottle holders

Seat back pocket - passenger 

Fully trimmed cargo area 
Glovebox - illuminated

Seating
Sports cloth seat trim with leather look
bolster

Front seats

- Bucket seats
- Slide and recline adjustments
- Driver height adjustment

- Height adjustable headrests 
Second row seats

- Recline and tumble fold up function

- Centre armrest with cupholders
- Height adjustable headrests x 3

- 60:40 split folding/recline function

Audio & Media
Electronic tune AM/FM radio/CD/MP3 player 
6 speakers (including 2 tweeters)
Roof mounted antenna 

Multi-information display - includes trip 
computer, outside temperature, average fuel 
consumption 

USB Input

Bluetooth® 2,0 phone connectivity & audio 
streaming with voice control

Mitsubishi Multi Communication System 
(MMCS) featuring 7-inch WVGA touch screen 
display with 3D navigation mapping and SD 
Card input
Safety
Driver & front passenger SRS airbags
Driver & front passenger side SRS airbags
Curtain SRS airbags
Driver knee airbag
Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)
Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD) 
Active Stability Control (ASC)
Active Traction Control (ATC)
Reinforced Impact Safety Evolution 
(RISE) body
Intrusion minimizing brake pedal 
Reverse parking sensors 
Reverse camera
3 point Emergency Locking Retractor (ALR) 
seatbelts (all seating positions)
Auto Locking Retractor (ALR) seatbelts on
outbound 2nd row seats
Front seatbelt pretensioners & force limiters
Front seatbelt height adjustable shoulder
anchorages
Seatbelt warning lamp - driver & front 
passenger
Child proof rear door locks 
Child restraint anchorage points 
Illuminated hazard switch 
Hill Start Assist (HSA)
Power brake booster with emergency brake

assist system
ISO-Fix child seat mountings
Security
Anti-theft encrypted engine immobilizer 
Theft protection alarm 
Cargo blind
Auto relock function for central door locking 
Diamond Advantage Roadside Assist

Outlander PHEV ASPIRE AWD 
(additional to PHEV AWD)

Exterior
Chrome door handles 
Chrome side window garnish
Interior
Decorative outer scuff plate
Comfort
Electric sunroof with slide and tilt
Storage
Seat back pocket-driver and passenger 
Power tailgate
Seating
Leather seat facings 
Power driver seat 
Heater front seats
Safety
Forward Collision Mitigation (FCM)
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
EV Remote System
Smartphone app



Chrome Door 
Handle Covers

Side Protection Mouldings

Headlamp Protectors

YOUR
PERSONAL
SPECS.

Bonnet Protector - Tinted

Nudge Bar

Front Parking Assist Sensors

Weathershields

THULE Luggage Pod

Roof Racks

Accessories
Mitsubishi Genuine Accessories go thmucih an extensive program of ■ lesign. <leveloj«ment and stringent testing 
to ensure they meet all applicable government standards as well as Mitsubishi's own rigorous engineering and 
specifications and performance targets. Using Mitsubishi Genuine Accessories will ensure your customer gets 
the best quality accessories that aie both as dm able and reliable as the Mitsubishi Kiev drive.

Cashdoarcl A cent Panel - Black 
I'nni Acre’'! Panel - Silvei 
Cashcoard Accent Panel - Silver 
Floor Illumination — Blue 
' utei Scuff Plates - Illuminated 
"ntpi Scull Plates

r. ■'

mmm§8 6EB Bl
(Pirlines shown Ini lluslralion purposes 
and may net be pi oil .ct spec lit.)



COLOUR YOUR 
OUTLANDER PHEV.
(M) Metallic (P) Pearlescent (S) Solid

Starlight (P)

Outlander PHEV Dimensions (mm)

LOVE THAT CAR

Interiors

PHEV ASPIRE- PHEV-
Black leather Black fabric & combination

leather-look material

Titanium (M)

Arctic Silver (M)

'■'='* I •-

Key Specifications

Engine 2.0L MIVEC

Maximum power 87kW@4500rpm
Maximum torque 186Nm@4500rpm

Battery & Motors

Battery Type Lithium-ion
Total Voltage 300v
Capacity 12kWh

Front Motor Max Output 60kW
Torque 137Nm

Rear Motor Max Output 60kW
Torque 195Nm

Charging Time Regular 5 hours

Performance

Fuel Consumption^ ADR81/02 (Litres per 100km) combined 1.9
CO2 (g/km) 44
Electricity consumption (Wh/km) 134
Electricity driving range (km/charge) 52

Maximum Towing Capacityl

With trailer brakes (kg) 1,500
Without trailer brakes (kg) 750

Cargo Area

Width (mm) 1,306
Width between wheel arches (mm) 974
Height (mm) 852
Length with rear seats folded (mm) 1,741
Capacity with rear seats folded (L) 1,602

Loads

Gross Vehicle Mass (kg) 2,310
Kerb Mass (kg) 1,810

1. Subject to state regulations and towbar design. A Weight Distribution Hitch (WDH) is recommended tor lowball 
downloads exceeding 135kg. For further information, please refer to the Outlander PHEV owners manual.
2, These figures arc obtained from controlled tests conducted By Mitsubishi Motors Australia to Australian Design Rule
ADR81/02 and are provided to assist you in comparing the fuel consumption of Outlander PHEV with other vehicles.

DIAMOND
ADVANTAGE

t5 year or 100,000km New Vehicle Warranty (whichever comes first). Service conditions apply. *4 years or 60,000km Capped Price 
Servicing (whichever occurs first). Covers all items specified under the standard "Maintenance for normal operating conditions" 
scheduled detailed in the service and warranty Booklet. Additional service/repair items (if required) are at additional cost. A1 year 
Roadside Assist (Service conditions apply). For purchases of new Mitsubishi vehicles after 1 st October 2012, your initial 12 month 
roadside assist will be extended for a period of 12 months from the date of the most recent eligible Capped Price Service for that 
vehicle performed at an authorised Mitsubishi PHEV dealer. Roadside assist, if extended in accordance with these items, is available 
for a maximum of up to 5 years. Conditions apply. Offer subject to change without notice. Excludes Government, Rental and National 
Fleet customers.

Always consult your authorised Mitsubishi Dealer for the latest details on specifications, options, prices, availability and conditions on 
New Vehicle warranty. All product illustrations and specifications referred to herein are believed to be correct at the time of publication 
approval. Subject to any applicable Federal, State or Territory Laws or ordinances, which may apply from time to time, Mitsubishi 
Motors Australia Limited reserves the right, without notice, or obligation, to discontinue or make changes to designs, specifications, 
colours and materials of the options and products referred to herein at any time without incurring any liability to any purchaser thereof. 
© Mitsubishi Motors Australia Limited. ABN 53 007 870 395 PHEV0414 MIT0703 14.5MY November 2014


